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Abstract 
This review traces the development of thermal analysis over the last 40 years as it was expe- 

rienced and contributed to by the author. The article touches upon the beginning of calorimetry 
and thermal analysis of polymers, the development of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), 
single run DSC and other special instrumentations, up to the recent addition of modulation to cal- 
orimetry. Many new words and phrases have been introduced to the field by the author and his 
students, leaving a trail of the varied interests one can have over 40 years. It began with "cold 
crystallization" and most recently the term "oriented, intermediate phase" was coined, creating 
in-between: "extended chain crystals," the "irreversible thermodynamics of melting of polymer 
crystals," "dynamic differential thermal analysis" (DDTA), "the rule of constant increase of Cp 
per mobile bead within a molecule at the glass transition temperature," "superheating of polymer 
crystals," "melting kinetics," "crystallization during polymerization," the "chain-folding princi- 
ple, "molecular nucleation," "rigid amorphous phase," a "system of classifying molecules," 
"maeroeonformations, .... amorphous defects," "rules for the entropy of fusion based on molecu- 
lar shape and flexibility," "single-molecule single-crystals," "a system of classifying phases and 
mesophases," and "eondis phase." 
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A. Introduction 

A Brief Biography 

It is a special honor to be asked by the editor to add a personal review of 
Thermal Analysis of Macromolecules to this special issue of the Journal of 
Thermal Analysis that recognizes my 65 ~ birthday. At the same time this is also 
the 50 m anniversary of my interest in Chemistry and the 40  th anniversary of the 
beginning of my work in thermal analysis and polymer science. It is amazing 
how fast time passes when one has fun with what one is doing. 

It all began somewhat sadly with the bombing of the house of my parents on 
April 20, 1945 in Brandenburg, Germany. Fortunately the family was not at 
home. We were refugees in the forests nearby. After the war had ended and 
some degree of normalcy had returned, school started again in the Fall of 1945, 
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but my goal to become a farmer needed to be revised due to the land reform in- 
troduced in East Germany. It took my prospective farm and left no other choice 
but to continue my education through the high school level. 

In 1946 I discovered chemistry by reading the 9 th edition of U. Hofmann's 
"Inorganic Chemistry." The book had ended up the year before in my collection 
when the two floors of our apartment building collapsed during the bombing. 
Our neighbor, who used the book in his studies, thought I might enjoy studying 
it. I did. What an enormous source of interesting facts and historical footnotes! 
Later, I could use the same textbook at the University of Berlin (Humboldt Uni- 
versity, 1949-53) as the basic study guide. In 1947, chemistry was introduced 
as a high-school subject, and being properly primed, I made it quickly to the 
top of the class in this subject, and ultimately chose it for my university study 
in 1949. The 14 th edition of Hofmann (and Ruedort) is still on my book shelf 
and over the years has answered many questions in chemistry. 

The beginning of the university study was, again, not without some prob- 
lems. It took the forceful intervention of Professor Thilo of the Humboldt 
University to overcome the problem that I did not belong to the preferred class 
of workers and peasants and was not politically active. Besides teaching me how 
to teach chemistry, Professor Thilo instilled an interest in phosphates and sili- 
cates. Many years later a student of mine and I could contribute to his journal 
some new knowledge about "crystallization during polymerization" of 
LiH2PO4, using thermogravimetry (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) [ll. 

After four years, my wish to solely study chemistry and avoid politics made 
me a refugee again [on June 17, 1953, the date of the uprising in the GDR (East 
Germany)]. With Professor Thilo's help I could at least extract my proof of 
study from Berlin. After a few months in refugee camps and work at the 
Farbwerke Hoechst, I continued studying chemistry for two semesters at the 
Goethe University in Frankfurt, got married in the famous City Hall (the 
R6mer), and emigrated to the United States. 

Two semesters of study at Hastings College in Hastings, NE taught me 
everything needed to enter graduate school as Research Assistant to Prof. Mal- 
colm Dole at Northwestern University in Evanston, IL. The subject of study 
was calorimetry of polymers. It was a very opportune time for this topic. Poly- 
mers was still a relatively new subject, taught at very few universities, and 
calorimetry has always been a topic for only a select few researchers. Professor 
Dole, being a former coworker in Debye's Institute in Leipzig, Germany in 
1929, and having gained interest in polymers already before WW II, was the 
unique expert in the field to educate students [2]. Under his expert guidance it 
took until 1957 to complete my Ph.D. thesis on "Thermodynamics of the Co- 
polymer System Poly(ethylene terephthalate-sebacate)" [3, 4]. Besides the 
actual heat capacity measurements, the process of "cold crystallization" was 
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recognized and named. It occurs somewhat above the glass transition tempera- 
ture as the limiting nonequilibrium mode of crystallization. During a 
subsequent year as Instructor at Northwestern University, the kinetics, thermo- 
dynamics, and statistics of the nonequilibrium cold crystallization and melting 
were analyzed with help of the, at that time, revolutionary electronic calculator 
(IBM 650) [5]. Figure 1 illustrates the broad area of possible nonequilibrium 
crystallinity if one assumes that cold crystallization in polyterephthalates is lim- 
ited to nanocrystals of three repeating units in length (z3 nanometers). 

Equilibrium 1.o 
and Cold 
Crystallization o.8 
Limits of 
Random o.6 
Copolymers 

0.4 

Crystallinity 

0.2 
The shaded area 
indicates the range 
of possible samples, 0.0 
with metastability 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 

Mole Fraction of the Crystallizing Component increasing towards "a" 

Fig. 1 Mass fraction crystallinity w~ of component A in poly(A-co-B) after cold crystal- 
lization as function of mole fraction of A. Curve a is the lower limit of non- 
equilibrium crystallinity. Curve b indicates the equilibrium crystallinity [5] 

Many of the present research topics of our Advanced THermal Analysis Sys- 
tem and Laboratory, ATHAS, have their roots in this first took at the thermal 
properties of polymers. Further early work was carried out at Cornell Univer- 
sity where I was an instructor and later assistant professor in the Department of 
Chemistry from 1958 to 1963 (Sect. B, below). The main body of research was 
generated during my 25 year tenure at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (1963- 
88) as Professor of Chemistry (promotion to full professor in 1965) (Sects. C, 
and D). After early retirement from RPI, the next stage of research was begun 
at The University of Tennessee and at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (1988- 
today). This most recent work is covered mainly in Sect. E and continues at a 
rapid pace, building on all prior experience. The idea of the ATHAS was gen- 
erated in the mid 1970's and has ever since been the focus of the research of my 
students and postdoctoral fellows. 
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B. Early calorimetry and knowledge about solid polymers 
(1955-1965) 

Most calorimetry on polymers was in this early time period done by adi- 
abatic calorimetry. The instrumentation was based on the classical design of 
Nernst [6]. Major calorimeters were only in operation at the Bureau of Stan- 
dards [71 (now NIST) and Prof. Dole's laboratory [8]. During this decade these 
two major producers of data on polymers were joined by the GE Research 
Laboratory (Karasz et al. [9]) and work was begun at the University of Leeds, 
England (Dainton et al. [10]). A check of the literature [111 revealed that 
through 1955 only 30 papers on heat capacity of linear macromolecules were 
published, describing mainly natural and synthetic rubbers, polystyrene, 
poly(vinyl chloride), polyethylene, selenium, nylon 6, poly(tetrafluoroethyl- 
ene), and poly(fluorotrichloroethylene). The first papers on heat capacity of 
characterized polymers date back to 1928 [12], 1935 [13], 1937 [14] and 1938 
[15]. The basis of the theory of heat capacity of solids was given by Einstein 
[16] and Debye [17], and an extension to polymers was suggested by Tarasov 
[18]. A detailed analysis of the vibrational characteristics of a polymer was sug- 
gested by Stockmayer and Hecht [19]. This means that at that time a solid foun- 
dation existed for the growth of thermal analysis of polymers. The major 
limitation was that most attempts to understand the thermal properties of mac- 
romolecules used an equilibrium approach and that the morphology of polymer 
crystals was not well understood. 

The knowledge of flexible macromolecules in the solid state underwent a 
dramatic change in this time period. Polymers with rather regular chemical 
structure were known to crystallize, but only partially. Less regular polymers 
were glassy at sufficiently low temperature. Both states of matter are not in 
equilibrium [20]. With the help of electron microscopy it could be shown in 
1955 by Keller, Fischer, Till, and Kobayashi that flexible macromolecules are 
prone to crystallize in a lamellar morphology [21]. The polymer molecules are 
much longer than the iamellae are thick and fold or leave the crystal phase at 
the lamellar surface. The lamellar thickness (fold length) was found to be 5-50 
nm, making the crystals highly metastable. Optical interference microscopy 
[22] was developed in our laboratory for quantitative analysis of the morphol- 
ogy and measurement of lamellar thickness [23]. Extending the measurements 
to solution-grown single crystals produced at pressures up to 600 MPa gave ex- 
perimental proof that the reason for chain folding was kinetic and not 
thermodynamic. By covering a 100 K range of crystallization temperatures, the 
lamellar thickness was found to change with supercooling and not with tempera- 
ture [241. 

The experience with crystallization under elevated pressure led to the discov- 
ery of "extended chain crystals" of polyethylene [25]. At pressures above about 
300 MPa, linear polyethylene melts would, after crystallization to folded-chain 
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lamellae, anneal to a thickness that could reach the molecular lengths of typi- 
cally 1-10 pm and also achieve close to 100% crystallinity. These observations 
meant that, given the right experimental conditions, the whole spectrum from 
metastable to equilibrium crystals could be produced and was in need to be 
studied by thermal analysis. 

For thermal analysis it was necessary to learn how to deal with the metasta- 
bility of solid polymers. As the melting point is approached, annealing, reor- 
ganization and recrystallization to higher stability is possible, i.e. the sample 
may change during calorimetry. The first solutions were to run calorimeters as 
fast as possible and avoid the intermittent stops needed for regaining equilib- 
rium [26, 27]. The next step was to build new calorimeters for smaller masses 
adapted better to continuous heating [28]. Finally, in 1960, continuous differ- 
ential calorimetry for masses as little as one gram, and with heating rates as fast 
as 1.0 K min -~ was demonstrated by M/ilier and Martin [29]. About five years 
later, two radically new commercial calorimeters were introduced, the differen- 
tial scanning calorimeters (DSC) by the Perkin-Elmer Corp. Norwalk, CT [30] 
and the DuPont Instrument Division, Wilmington DE (now TA Instruments, 
Inc.). These instruments permitted quantitative measurements for masses as lit- 
tle as 10 mg and with heating rates as fast as 40 K min -1. Such DSCs are the 
principal tools for the analysis of metastable and unstable states. 

Before the development of commercial DSCs we adapted differential ther- 
mal analysis, DTA, to the measurement of heat (calorimetry) [31], as we had 
adapted before the calorimeter to measure heat continuously [26]. For the first 
time it became possible to show by thermal analysis that the unusually large 
specific surface free energy (J g-l) of the thin lamellar crystals of polyethylene 
can cause a substantial decrease in melting temperature [31]. It could also be 
proven that the fold surfaces introduced additional, and often the major melting 
point lowering in copolymers [32]. This insight into the "irreversible thermody- 
namics of melting of polymer crystals" was summarized in two basic papers on 
defect polymer crystals. These papers were finally published in England despite 
many objections from referees who did not grasp the importance of nonequilib- 
rium processes [33]. A path of zero-entropy-production melting using fast heat- 
ing was proposed, in opposition to the generally accepted slow heating. The 
rationale was to achieve a quick transition from the metastable crystal to the 
equally metastable melt. Slow heating, in contrast, brings changes in perfection 
of the crystals and, as a result, may suggest erroneously high melting points. 

The other metastable state, the glass, was also analyzed in our laboratory. A 
special, sequential heating and cooling method was invented for the DTA, a 
method that we called "Dynamic Differential Thermal Analysis" or DDTA 
[34]. The kinetics of the freezing of polystyrene was derived mathematically 
[35] and compared to the DDTA experiments, using the hole model of the liquid 
state, as applied to polymers by Hirai and Eyring [36]. It could be demonstrated 
that the glass transition temperature Tg changes logarithmically with cooling 
rate, and that the hysteresis (enthaipy relaxation) can be described mathemati- 
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cally. The rather cumbersome equations could be solved with the help of an 
electronic computer. Studying all of the available calorimetric data on the 
change of the heat capacity, Cp, at Tg allowed us to formulate "the rule of con- 
stant increase of Cp per mobile bead within a molecule at the glass transition 
temperature" [37]. This rule states that every flexible part of a molecule (bead), 
has a heat capacity increase of about 11 J/(K mol of beads). It permits the esti- 
mation of the flexibility of a molecule by thermal analysis, and also documents 
that the change in heat capacity at the glass transition temperature is an exten- 
sive thermodynamic quantity and can be used to find the amount of amorphous 
material in a multi-phase material. 

Besides metastable states, the equilibrium state is always in need to be well 
characterized since it forms the limit against which the metastable state must be 
assessed. Heat capacities are the basis of all thermal properties and are in this 
characterization most important. The total heat content, H, is not measurable 
directly. It must be measured by summation of all the incremental amounts of 
heat capacity [Cp = (dH/dT)p,,, heat added per kelvin at constant pressure, p and 
composition, n]: 

T 

H(T) = H(To) + ~ Cp dT 
To 

(1) 

This equation underscores the importance of either to measure heat capacity 
over the whole temperature range, or to develop a theory that allows extrapola- 
tion of limited data. This latter approach was taken in our laboratory for the 
evaluation of the heat capacity of solids (glasses and crystals). 

Crystallinity Dependence of the Heat Capacity 
of Polyethylene 

T = 2 5 0  K 

[J/(K mol)l 

22 
1 

180  0 . 2  0 .4  0 . 6  0 .8  1 .0  
C r y s t a l l i n i t y  w c 

(9c~(9c- 9a~ c = crystalline w c = crystallinity 
Wc = '-~"W-z-~- 9a ' a = amorphous 9 = density 

Fig. 2 Extrapolation of heat capacity to the crystal and glass. (Filled circles refer to linear 
polyethylene, open circles to branched) 
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In the solid state the heat capacity is caused almost entirely by vibrational 
energy. Based on the work by Einstein [16], Debye [17], and Tarasov [18], an 
approximate vibrational spectrum was fitted by us to the heat capacities that are 
known often only over a limited temperature range. Polyethylene was the first 
fully analyzed sample [38]. The experimental heat capacities [26] were com- 
bined with all literature values to a data-set that could be extrapolated to 100% 
crystallinity, as shown in Fig. 2. The limiting extrapolated heat capacities are 
given in Fig. 3. The fit to the approximate frequency spectrum is shown in its 
later, final form in Fig. 4 [39]. For the first time the measured equilibrium ther- 
mal properties could be linked to a vibrational spectrum to understand the 

Heat Capacity of Crystalline and Amorphous 
Polyethylene 

Data derived from measurements on semicrys- 
talline samples and the melt by-extrapolation. 

so  I Polyeth~.e t ..i 
C p  [ ~ = . = = . . . = . . ~  i 

I amorphous -" .... " crystalline ! ! 10 .=1 w "=It:~ `` 

0 =''"1010 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 600 
T e m p e r a t u r e  (K) 

Fig. 3 Heat capacity limits as gained from extrapolation 

Heat Capacity of Solid Polyethylene 

[ J / (K  m o l l ]  I total Cp . ~ j ' ~  

301 heat capacity~ ~ . J , , , , , " ~  total C v 

1 0 ~ ~ r  I ~ skeletal vibration_ 

0 200  400 600 
T e m p e r a t u r e  (K) 

Fig. 4 Contributions to the heat capacity of polyethylene 
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Thermodynamic Functions of Polyethylene 
H 40 

20 Ha ~ ' ~  

Hc ~ . TS 

20 Tm 
3O 

40 1414.6 K 
50 J 

0 200 400 600 800 1 000 
Temperature (K) 

Fig. 5 Enthalpy, H, free entbalpy, G, and entropy S (as TS); subscript a =amorphous, 
c = crystal) 

motion in the solid state of high polymers [40]. It was then also possible to give 
quantitative information for the crystals on the degree of order, via the entropy 
S, and the stability, via the free enthalpy G: 

T 

To 

(2) 

G =H-IS (3) 

Figure 5 displays the final result. This first analysis has led over the years to 
similar analyses of over 200 polymers and polymer-related materials. 

Figure 3 displays also the heat capacity of the amorphous state (crystallinity 
0%). At high temperature this is the melt, at low temperature the glass. The 
glassy state is quite difficult to reach for the fast crystallizing polyethylene, but 
Fig. 3 displays clearly the glass transition temperature of 237 K. Of special in- 
terest is also the rather gradual beginning of the glass transition, starting at 
about 120 K. This was explained as a slow beginning of local conformational 
motion (gauche-trans equilibrium) on the basis of estimates of the energy and 
by interpretation of mechanical properties and NMR data [41]. 

These first ten years of research in polymer morphology and thermal prop- 
erties confirmed the value of full analyses of materials using structure and en- 
ergy considerations. It became clear that the two roots of the full description of 
materials are their mass and energy. Quantitative methods for the measurement 
of mass and energy were equally well developed at the beginning of modern sci- 
ence, some 200 years ago [42]. Based on the constancy of combining ratios of 
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the masses of elements in chemical reactions, Dalton [43] could prove the 
atomic theory of matter. This started the development that today lets us "see" 
molecules in full structural detail. The magnification factor to go from the 
atomic scale (0.1 nm or 1 A) to the macroscopically visible scale (1 ~tm) is 104. 
While the research into the mass of matter took now a path to find more and 
more structural detail on an atomic, microscopic level, the research into the en- 
ergetics went in the direction of a macroscopic description through thermody- 
namics [44]. Its link to molecular motion was limited largely to the description 
of ideal gases (pV =nRT = 1/3M~ 2 where ~a is the mean square particle veloc- 
ity). The reason for this preference of macroscopic description of the energetics 
is the even larger scaling factor needed to "visualize" molecular motion in the 
condensed states. This feat became only possible in the last f~w years through 
simulation of crystals on supercomputers [45]. The molecular time scale for 
large-amplitude motion is in the picosecond range (10 q2 s). Compared to the 
fastest directly observable processes that take perhaps one millisecond (10 -3 s), 
one needs a scaling factor of 109! This is much further removed from human ex- 
perience than the structure information. The understanding of the link of mo- 
lecular motion to thermal and mechanical properties is only now developing 
rapidly. 

C. First differential scanning calorimetry and morphology 
research (1965-1975) 

The availability of commercial DSC equipment that was far superior to any 
self-built instruments falls into the beginning of this time period. We bought our 
first Perkin-Elmer DSC-1 in 1965 and repeated the polyethylene measurements 
on the now available completely crystalline and extended chain crystals within 
a few days work [46]. The quality of the data rivaled even those gained by adi- 
abatic calorimetry [26]. Coupled with dilatometry, the equilibrium melting 
temperature Tm could be fixed within a fraction of a kelvin to be 414.6 K and 
the difference between equilibrium and nonequilibrium dissolution tempera- 
tures could be used to estimate the surface free energy ,/(0.083 J m -2) using the 
Thomson-Gibbs equation [47]: 

AT = 2,[ T ~ (4) 
Ahe pl 

where Ahf is the heat of fusion (293 J gq), p, the density (1.0 Mg m-3), and l 
the lamellar thickness. A iamella of 10 nm thickness has a specific surface area 
of 200 m 2 gq and leads to a ATof 23.5 K. The enormous surface areas of poly- 
mer crystals explain most of their metastability. This straightforward experi- 
mentation revealed two additional important facts. First, the heat capacity of 
polyethylene is what one would expect from extrapolation of paraffin data. 
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Later research detailed that the continuous change in Cp with chain length is due 
to a steady increase in skeletal vibration frequencies, starting with solid hexane 
[48]. Second, extended-chain crystals melt rather slowly and can lead to "su- 
perheating of polymer crystals," i.e. melting is slower than the conduction of 
the heat of fusion into the sample [49]. A new field of study was initiated, the 
"kinetics of melting," to be contrasted to the kinetics of crystallization. This 
topic was also our contribution to the First and Second International Congresses 
on Thermal Analysis at Aberdeen, Scotland and Worcester, MA in 1965 and 
1968, respectively (ICTA) [50]. In Aberdeen, our contribution was one of only 
five in the field of polymer science (131 papers, overall). Things have changed 
over the years, polymer science is by now the main contributor to thermal 
analysis, chiefly due to the easy availability of DSC and its capability of high 
precision. 

The about 100 publications that were generated from 1965 to 1975 at RPI 
can be summarized in six major topics that are discussed next with key cita- 
tions: 1.) The work on "extended-chain crystals" was continued [51]. 2.) It led 
to the study of "crystallization during polymerization" [52]. 3.) This, in turn led 
to the discovery of "molecular nucleation" [53]. 4.) A number of polymers be- 
sides polyethylene were analyzed. 5.) The glass transition of pressure-densified 
polymers was measured. 6.) A major effort was made to write-up completed 
subjects as books or book chapters [11, 21, 54] and a new teaching method, 
that of the Audio Courses was experimented with [55]. All throughout, thermal 
analysis was providing the direction for new research and basis of better infor- 
mation on materials. 

The knowledge gained on extended-chain crystals was the key for the under- 
standing of metastability in polymer crystals, polyethylene being the model for 
all flexible macromolecules [51]. We originally thought seeding with equilib- 
rium crystals might help in growing more stable crystals, but it just did not work 
[56]. Thermal analysis showed that there is only little enhancement of crystal- 
lization due to the presence of this most perfect crystal substrate. It was also 
shown in this research that folded chain crystals are initially less perfect and an- 
neal subsequently at the crystallization temperature to a more perfect state [56]. 
Towards the completion of crystallization, lower-melting crystals form. These 
observations suggest limits of the classical theory of polymer crystal growth 
which is based on single-step addition of segments that span the full lamellar 
thickness [21, Vol. 2]. Morphological details of the nucleation, growth, anneal- 
ing, and melting were generated by electron microscopy [57, 58]. The distribu- 
tion of the observed nuclei excluded the commonly assumed utility of secondary 
nucleation in crystal growth. Obvious locations of secondary nuclei were ig- 
nored by the molecules on crystallization. Experiments on polypropylene and 
computer simulations led Binsbergen to quite similar conclusions [59]. Secon- 
dary nucleation does not seem to govern the crystallization rate. 

The mechanism of chain extension on crystallization of polyethylene under 
elevated pressure provided another puzzle. From the microcopy of the crystals 
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and the thermal analysis of melting it was clear that the initial crystal had to be 
chain folded [51]. The chain extension had to be a subsequent annealing step 
[58]. Why, however, does the more restrictive crystallization under high pres- 
sure permit chain extension? This question was resolved in two stages. First 
Bassett observed in 1972 that at elevated pressures, sufficient for chain-exten- 
sion for polyethylene, a hexagonal phase is stable [60]. The corresponding 
phase diagram is shown in Fig. 6. We could later identify this hexagonal phase 
as conformationally disordered, as a "condis crystal" [61]. Only condis crystals 
have the required high mobility for the fast diffusion of the chains through the 
crystal for full chain extension. Although not all flexible polymers that crystal- 
lize into a condis phase anneal to extended-chain crystals, all extended-chain 
crystals grown from the polymer melt are condis crystals [62]. Pressure, in 
turn, is not a prerequisite. Examples, of other extended chain crystals are 
poly(tetrafluoroethylene), poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene), poly(diethylsiloxane) 
and trans-  1,4-polybutadiene. 

5001-" Crystal 

(MP~o0 t 

300 ..".'/" 
2ooL Folded .~';/" Melt 

/ Chain . . ' . /  
. __ / Crystal . '7" Extended 
] UU F "-"~.. ~, ' / "  Chain Crystal 

L.-; ',~" I I I I 
400 425 450 475 500 525 550 

Temperature (K) 

Fig. 6 Phase diagram of polyethylene 

Having observed initial chain folding even for extended-chain crystals, I felt 
certain that one can formulate a "chain-folding principle" [21, Vol. I, p. 193]: 
"A sufficiently regular, flexible linear macromolecule crystallized from the mo- 
bile, random state will always crystallize first in a chain-folded macroconfor- 
mation." This chain-folding principle has naturally a corollary. It should be 
possible to grow extended chain crystals directly on "crystallization during po- 
lymerization," bypassing the polymeric, random state. My first sabbatical leave 
1966/67 at the University of Mainz was used to investigate this question [52]. 
Many indications that extended chain crystals of polymers can grow from the 
monomer were already in the literature, and a series of examples were analyzed 
by us in the following years (selenium from the vapor [51, VII and IX], 
poly(oxymethylene) from trioxane [63], polyparaxylylene from the cyclic 
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paraxylylene dimer [64], polyethylene from diazomethane [65], lithium poly- 
phosphate from lithium dihydrogen phosphate [1], and poly(tetrafluoroethyl- 
ene) from gaseous fluoroethylene [51, VIII]. For more details see also [21, Vol. 
2]. Figure 7 shows the schematic of extended chain crystal growth of 
poly(oxymethylene) inside a single crystal of trioxane. Similar simple mecha- 
nisms can often lead to fully extended equilibrium crystals of flexible macro- 
molecules. A large number of intermediate cases where crystallization occurs 
shortly after polymerization have also been identified. In these cases the degree 
of chain folding is an indicator of the separation of polymerization and crystal- 
lization in location and time. This turned out to be specially important for the 
discussion of biological syntheses as in celluloses and silks, for example 
[21, 52]. The crystallization during polymerization provides also the bridge to 
the knowledge of crystallization of small molecules. 

Crystal- ~ m ~ m ~ ~ ~, ~ ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ 
lization ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
During ~ ~ ~ ~ ,,, ~, @ m ~ 
Polymer-m ~ ~ m ~ .~ ~ m ~ m  .,N, ' ~  ,N, ,N, "~" ,N, 

ization ~ m *~ ~, m m 
x C a H 6 0 3 4 f f  ~ m "m ~t  m 

44t t r i o x a n e  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

POM ~ m ~  ~ m  m 

1 nm i ~,. ~ "  ~'~ ~'~ ~,~ ~'~ ~,~ 

Fig. 7 Schematic of crystallization of poly(oxymethylene) during polymerization 

It was suggested above that secondary nucleation was not the rate-determin- 
ing step in crystallization of flexible polymers. If it is not, what takes its place? 
The crystallization kinetics of all analyzed flexible polymers had shown an ex- 
ponential crystallization rate, dependent on the inverse of the supercooling, a 
clear sign of some type of nucleation control [21]. This seeming contradiction 
is not yet fully resolved, but a qualitative discussion can be given as follows: 
Plots of melting and crystallization rates vs.  temperature exhibit a break, as 
shown in Fig. 8. The kinetics is not continuous through the equilibrium melting 
temperature, in contrast to the Onsager's principle of microscopic reversibility, 
There is a region of metastability below the equilibrium melting temperature 
where the melt is metastable. Even seeding with stable crystals does not break 
this metastability [56]. Our study of crystallization indicated, in addition, that a 
growing crystal in a melt of a broad distribution of molar masses can reject with 
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Crystallization and Melting Kinetics of (0-CH2-) x 
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Fig. 8 Illustration of the break between crystallization and melting kinetics for 
poly(oxyethylene) 

perfect selectivity molecules of sizes that are sufficient to lead to stable crystals 
[66]. Such segregation must have a reversible step. Our suggestion is that there 
must be a "molecular nucleation" step [53, 67]. The molecular nucleus in- 
volves, depending on supercooling, all or a portion of every molecule as the 
first step of crystallization. This molecular nucleation provides the rate-limiting 
step [211. This proposal maintains the proper rate dependence of crystal growth 
(Fig. 8), explains the molecular mass segregation, and satisfies the reversibility 
of crystallization/melting, but now on a single-molecule level. Once a molecu- 
lar nucleus exists, melting and crystallization are reversible on the molecular 
scale. If the molecule is completely removed from the crystal surface, new mo- 
lecular nucleation with the necessary supercooling is required, explaining the 
break in Fig. 8. Although a quantitative description of molecular nucleation is 
still outstanding, all of the many experimental results observed seem to be in 
qualitative agreement with the molecular nucleation concept. Besides the model 
polyethylene [53, 66] an even more complete analysis was carried out later on 
poly(oxyethylene) [68]. 

The detailed thermal analysis beyond polyethylene began with poly(oxy- 
methylene) [63]. Superheating, double and triple melting peaks, crystal perfec- 
tion on heating, recrystallization, annealing, and ultimately decomposition 
could be observed. A general free enthalpy diagram was derived that permits to 
visualize the metastable states and their transitions, as shown in Fig. 9. All the 
indicated transitions could be documented and their special signature in thermal 
analysis was derived. Other polymers studied included poly(ethylene terephtha- 
late), of interest because of its ease of change of the backbone structure through 
etching and solid state polymerization [69]; selenium, a polymer that can open 
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Fig. 9 Free enthalpy diagram to correlate the various equilibrium and nonequilibrium states 
of polymer crystals. Upper diagram: Melting and crystallization. Lower diagram: 
Annealing, reorganization, recrystallization, and melting into a strained melt. Up- 
ward transitions between the states are forbidden by the second law (AG must be 
negative or zero) 

its folds to anneal to extended chain crystals [70]; polyparaxylylene, that shows 
several polymorphs and can be crystallized during or immediately after crystal- 
lization [71]; polycaprolactam (nylon 6) that can also be polymerized into the 
solid state [72]; and poly(tetrafluoroethylene), a molecule with an intriguing 
polymorphism [73]. Another compound that caught our interest was a tetraalkyl 
ammonium salt [74]. More will have to be said later about this compound and 
its mesophases. 

The work on glass transitions was continued with a study of the hysteresis 
for glucose, selenium, poly(vinyl chloride), polystyrene, poly(methyl meth- 
acrylate), and poly(oxy-2,6-dimethyl-l,4-phenylene) (PPO) [75]. The parame- 
ters for the kinetic description [35] were determined. As expected, low- and 
high-molar-mass compounds behaved similarly. What was not expected was 
that densified glasses obtained on vitrification under elevated pressure did not 
have a lower enthalpy. On annealing they showed a relaxation that needed dif- 
ferent relaxation times for dilatometry and calorimetry [76]. This precludes a 
description of the glass transition as a solely free volume or entropy governed 
process, something that is frequently done to reach a simple description. Inter- 
mediate between molecules or parts of molecules in crystalline and amorphous 
phases are tie molecules which bridge between crystals. Their presence could 
be proven by DSC coupled with selective dissolution [77]. 

This large volume of new information needed to be fit into an overall picture. 
A second sabbatical was spent entirely in the library at RPI to complete a trea- 
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tise on macromolecular physics [21]. The flexible macromolecules were placed 
into a general "system of classifying molecules," as shown in Fig. 10. Another 
clarification introduced was the nomenclature for the shape of flexible macro- 
molecules as a whole: the "macroconformation." The term macroconformation 
is distinct from the term conformation which describes the limited arrangement 
about one or several bonds (also called rotational isomerism) and the term mor- 
phology which describes the shape of the crystal. The limiting macro- 
conformations of polymers are identified in Fig. 11. 

The summary of the emerging knowledge about defects of polymers as de- 
scribed in [21, Vol. 2] led to the introduction of the idea of "amorphous 
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Fig. 11 Molecular macroconformations that describe the shape of polymer molecules 
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defects." An amorphous defect is a three-dimensional defect, caused by mole- 
cules that are partially included in the crystal. It is thus a phase, but of 
nanometer size. Initially it was assessed only by the crystallinity, but it must be 
tied intimately to the crystal, since a macroscopic amorphous phase would crys- 
tallize. The amorphous defect, together with chain folding, could thus be 
identified as major causes of metastability in polymer crystals. Later research 
built on these initial observations. 

Increasingly troublesome proved the fact that the object of my specializa- 
tion, polymer science and thermal analysis, could not draw enough students at 
any one university at any one time to justify a full-time teaching effort. This 
does not mean that I did not enjoy the freshman chemistry teaching that I did 
regularly, but I felt that the unique knowledge that was accumulated over the 
years of research could not be taught in proportion to its potential value to sci- 
ence and industry. An experiment with the development of audio courses was 
made [55]. Special, condensed lectures were recorded for the audio courses and 
combined with books of summaries and blackboard material (equivalent to one 
semester, 3 credit hours, each). Although not the same as live lectures, the 
audio courses provided detailed instruction to anyone interested, independent of 
teaching schedules and location. At RPI the Evening Division handled the stu- 
dents, arranged for up to six hours of personal tutoring, exams, and grades. 
The courses ran extremely cost effective. Indeed, it would have been possible 
to reduce the tuition from the high private-school level and still be profitable. 
More than 200 students went through these audio courses at various locations. 
It opened the possibility for a professor to teach simultaneously at several uni- 
versities and companies. The local organization would provide the students 
interested in the subject, schedule occasional personal visits by the author, and 
if needed, run tutorials and schedule exams. The experiments showed that the 
method works, but universities (and professors) are still too conservative to un- 
derwrite such changes in teaching methods with their wide-ranging implica- 
tions. 

D. Beginning of computerization and formal development of 
ATHAS (1975-1988) 

The time period of this chapter brought a special advance in thermal analy- 
sis. Computers were added to DSC for data acquisition, treatment, and ultima- 
tely for analysis and storage in a form to give easy access at a later time (data 
banks). In our laboratory the modification began with adding electronic calcu- 
lators with a tape or card punch for mass data storage [78]. Next, we found that 
expert help from computer programmers was necessary to design a fast com- 
puter that could do both acquisition and calculation of data [79]. Later, the 
manufacturers introduced their own, proprietary software. This latter develop- 
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ment may have hampered independent programmers to create the specialized, 
more transparent software that is needed for many scientific applications. In a 
workshop at the 8 th ICTA in Bratislava this problem was discussed and sugges- 
tions were made, but largely ignored by all manufacturers of DSCs [80]. 
Today it is still not easy to link the DSC output directly to data banks, thermo- 
dynamic function generators, and independently developed or acquired 
mathematics packages. 

The introduction of affordable personal computers of the Apple, Comodore, 
and Atari trade marks at about 1980 did not only provide entertainment with 
games. These personal computers were also ideally suited to produce sound and 
pictures for instruction in thermal analysis in the form of computer courses 
[81]. All that was needed was 32 kB of RAM. After more than 10 years these 
programs still run on the old computer in our laboratory. They included lec- 
tures, exercises, and exams. Unfortunately none of the later computers can read 
the earlier figures or produce the sound. A more mature computer generation 
is just now developing, and its potential for teaching is discussed in Section E. 

The research during this time period at RPI is documented in about 140 pub- 
lications and centered around the idea of generating better thermal analysis and 
making fullest use of the emerging computer capabilities. The summary starts 
with the Advanced THermal Analysis System, ATHAS, lists the analyses of a 
number of new glassy and crystalline polymers, and ends with a major effort to 
understand mesophases. 

The idea of ATHAS is rather simple. It is based on the knowledge gained 
with the early analysis of the heat capacity of polyethylene as detailed in Sect. 
B. To extend this initial effort to other polymers, we created a critically re- 
viewed data bank of experimental heat capacities [82]. All data in the literature 
were uniformly presented in data tables, compared to parallel measurements, 
and judged for precision. This data bank is still actively growing and presently 
readied to be available over the internet (WWW) [83]. Having just an archival 
data bank was, however, not our goal. The data bank was to be the base for fur- 
ther advances. Figure 12 illustrates the scheme followed for the analysis of the 
heat capacity of solids that are expected to have mainly vibrational contribu- 
tions to the heat capacity. First the Cp needs to be changed to Cv. Since the 
thermodynamic relationship: 

G : Cv + 7v~2/13 (5) 

requires information on expansivity ~ and compressibility 13, quantities that are 
often not available for a given polymer, we adapted the Nernst-Lindemann 
equation to polymers as: 

Cp - C v  = 3 R A o C p T / T  ~ (6 )  
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where Ao can either be fitted to limited experimental o~ and 13 data, or taken as 
a universal constant of 3.9x10 -3 K mol j-1 [84]. The next step was the compu- 
tation of the heat capacity contribution of the group vibrations using informa- 
tion based on infrared and Raman spectra. The calculation involves mainly 
Einstein functions [16] and combinations of one-dimensional Debye functions 
[17]. Subtraction of this contribution from Cv yields the experimental skeletal 
heat capacity. The inversion of the skeletal heat capacity gives the parameters 
of the Tarasov function, 03 and 1~1 [18]. The computation programs and a dis- 
cussion of the results are given in [85]. The value of @3 represents approxi- 
mately the upper frequency limit of the intermolecular vibrations and @1, the 
upper limit of the intramolecular chain vibrations. This analysis accounts for 
the left half of Fig. 12. By carrying out the computations in reverse, as indi- 
cated by the right half of the figure, Cp due to the vibrations in the solid can be 
calculated at any temperature. Figure 4 shows the results of such a computation. 
Starting at about 250 K an increasing deviation from the vibrational heat capac- 
ity occurs. It could later be linked by molecular dynamics simulation to defects 
in the crystal (see Sect. E). Analyses for more than 100 polymers are now avail- 
able in the ATHAS Data Bank [83]. Starting with 1981, a biannual ATHAS Re- 
port was issued, describing the progress in thermal analysis. The present eighth 
report of 1995 concludes this series. Further information is available as soon as 
it happens through the WWW [83]. 

The theoretical description of heat capacities of liquids was attempted based 
on statistical mechanics approximations, but did not lead to simple analyses 
[86]. Liquid polymers and solid polymers with insufficient experimental data, 
as well as copolymers and blends are better analyzed using empirical addition 
schemes based on group contributions [87]. Overall, heat capacities are with 
these methods predictable to 3-5% precision. Once the analysis is completed, 
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Fig. 12 The system developed for the computation of heat capacities of solids 
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the integral thermodynamic properties can be evaluated, as shown in Fig. 5. 
The needed transition parameters are usually measured independently and ex- 
trapolated to equilibrium. A listing of the presently best available information 
is also contained in the data bank [83]. 

The study of glassy polymers involved di- and tri-block copolymers of sty- 
rene and cx-methyl styrene and a comparison with a blend of the same chemical 
composition [88]. A number of noteworthy observations were made. First, in 
the microphase-separated block copolymers the glass transitions were broad- 
ened asymmetrically. The upper end of the glass transition of the polystyrene 
phase (Tg =373 K) is due to material surrounded by the glassy poly(,x-methyl 
styrene) and Tg is spread to higher temperature, while the beginning of the glass 
transition of poly(,x-methylstyrene) (Tg =441 K) is due to material that is sur- 
rounded by polystyrene melt, its Tg is shifted to lower temperature. In the limit, 
both transitions merge and cover the full 68 K between the two transitions. The 
blend of the same two components as homopolymers was compatible at low and 
incompatible at high molar masses. The glass transition could be used for evalu- 
ation of partial or full phase separation. The glass transition of the solution was 
shifted to an intermediate temperature, but it was also broadened symmetrically. 
This broadening of the glass transition of polymer solutions is an observation 
that can be made also on polymer solutions with low molar mass solvents. Only 
if the two components are fully mixed, as in a random copolymer, is the glass 
transition as sharp as in homopolymers [89]. The symmetric broadening may 
result from the remaining unmixed neighbors along the chain direction, i.e. ho- 
mopolymers in solutions remain unmixed in one dimension. 

Poly(tetrafluoroethylene), PTFE, is a polymer that crystallizes easily, so it 
was difficult to observe its glass transition. A search of the literature indicated 
36 different Tgs spread over 300 K. Quenching aPTFE copolymerized with a 
small amount of hexafluoropropylene led to a sample of only 17 % crystallinity. 
With help of the data bank heat capacities, a broad glass transition centering 
about 200 K could be identified [90]. This was one of the first times the utility 
of the data bank was made use of. With the limiting heat capacities of both liq- 
uid and solid well established, the glass transition can be identified even if it 
spreads over more than 100 K. 

The glass transitions of partially crystalline polymers are of particular inter- 
est. An analysis of poly(ethylene terephthalate) and several other polymers 
showed that the hysteresis observed on slow cooling followed by fast heating did 
not occur on most of the semicrystalline polymers [91]. In addition, the in- 
crease in heat capacity at Tg was often reduced more than expected from the 
independently measured crystallinity. This means that above the glass transition 
temperature the heat capacity is less than expected [91]. This observation was 
quantified on poly(oxymethylene) and the missing melt was called the "rigid 
amorphous fraction" [92]. The rigid amorphous fraction has later proven to be 
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of great importance in the understanding of mechanical properties. It gives a 
quantitative measure of a distinct third phase in partially crystalline polymers, 
and expands on the concept of the nanophase-size "amorphous defects" [21]. 

The first sabbatical in this time period was spent to summarize the knowl- 
edge about melting by writing Volume 3 of Macromolecular Physics [93]. 
Also, an extensive review of the basis of thermal analysis was prepared [94], 
and besides updates of the audio courses [55], a computer based freshman 
chemistry lecture and workbook [95] were completed. The aim of the latter was 
to introduce students very early to the applied side of chemistry by teaching the 
understanding of engineering applications through polymer and solid state 
knowledge. 

With new insight gained from scholarly work, new observations on the glass 
transition, and the backing of the growing data bank, many polymers were ana- 
lyzed from 1975 to 1988 using the ATHAS. Much more information could be 
extracted from thermal analysis because of the ability to understand the irre- 
versible transitions as shown in Fig. 9, the knowledge of the equilibrium limit, 
the quantitative information on Cp due to vibrations only, and the measured or 
extrapolated liquid Cp. The polymers studied covered a wide range. There was 
the inorganic polymer selenium [96] with its intriguing chemical reactions that 
allow chains to rearrange and change into rings, and the two-dimensional poly- 
mers of the group IV chalcogenides [97] which need to be described with a two- 
dimensional frequency spectrum. The basic, flexible macromolecules poly- 
ethylene [98], poly(ethylene terephthalate) [99], poly(4-methyl-l-pentene) 
[100], poly(oxyethylene) [101], fluoropolymers [102], and polypropylene 
[103] were revisited to improve the data bank and to establish transition parame- 
ters. A series of more modern, stiffer-chain molecules were analyzed, including 
polyparaxylylene [ 104], poly(oxy- 1,4-phenylene-oxy- 1,4-phenylenecarbonyl- 
1,4-phenylene) (PEEK) [105], poly(oxy-2,6-dimethyl-l,4-phenylene) [106], 
poly(ethylene-2,6-naphthalene dicarboxylate) [107], poly(butylene terephtha- 
late) [108], and poly(thio-l,4-phenylene) [109]. Much new understanding 
could be derived from this different group of polymers. 

The newest class of polymers of this time period were macromolecular liq- 
uid crystals, LCs. Macromolecular LCs were first observed in form of lyo- 
tropic/" systems [110] and discussed in terms of segmental rigidity [111]. When 
thermotropic, polymeric LCs 2 that need no solvent were mentioned in the sci- 
entific literature [112], it became of interest to find the similarities and 
differences to small-molecule LCs. Naturally, our data bank was ideally suited 
to form the basis for a detailed thermal analysis. We started first with a number 
of thermal analyses and tried to understand the new properties, such as LC glass 

1 Lyotropic liquid crystalline phases derive their anisotropy from interactions with solvents. 
2 A thermotropic LC has an LC/isotropic phase transition temperature at Ti, in contrast to a lyotropic 

LC that usually does not lose its structure at higher temperature. 
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transitions, heat capacities, and ordering and disordering transitions [113]. 
This was followed with a review of the subject that led to the discovery that 
many of the macromolecules classified as LCs belonged actually into a differ- 
ent, new type of mesophase, the "conformationally disordered phase" in short, 
the "condis phase" [ 114]. This new phase was obvious when applying the gen- 
eral "rules for the entropies of fusion based on molecular shape and flexibility" 
that were discovered when researching Vol. 3 of Macromolecular Physics [93]. 
The rules are listed in Fig. 13 together with "a system of classifying phases and 
mesophases." The condis phase is closer to the crystalline state since it has no 
positional and orientational disorder of the molecule as a whole. The conforma- 
tions are locally mobile and disordered. They change by jumping between the 
different rotational isomers. Overall, this leads to the possibility of easier diffu- 
sion along the chain direction as needed for chain extension as discussed in 
Sect. C. The importance of this discovery led me to spend my fourth sabbatical 
in 1986/87, with the help of a Humboldt Prize, at the Universities of Freiburg 
and Ulm (Germany). Many discussions and research projects were undertaken 
to learn the intricacies of the condis phase. The experience of this year is sum- 
marized in Reference [61] and a series of papers were published that deal with 
the differences between the mesophases [115]. On my return from Germany, I 
was offered my present position and chose early retirement at RPI as of Jan. 1, 
1988 after almost 25 years of service. 
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Fig. 13 The rules that govern entropies of transition and the schematics of the condensed 
phases 

E .  M o l e c u l a r  m o t i o n  a n d  d i s o r d e r  (1988--today) 

It was said in the Introduction that time goes fast. This must be true since it 
seems like yesterday that we moved ATHAS from RPI to The University of Ten- 
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nessee and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. With only one student, A. 
Xenopoulos, research was begun from scratch. By now this work is documented 
in more than 150 papers. The new teaching effort has produced a textbook on 
thermal analysis [116] and a new, existing method of teaching using text, fig- 
ures, and hypertext displayed by computer. The latter is available over the 
WWW [ 117]. 

Thermal analysis is at present in a stage of rapid development, brought about 
by the introduction of faster and more precise calorimetric measurements and 
data analyses. The measurement of heat capacity by DSC has always been trou- 
bled by the need to make a series of three runs: first a base-line scan of the two 
empty differential calorimeters (empty sample and reference pans), to be fol- 
lowed by a calibration scan (usually with sapphire), and then concluded by the 
sample run. For critical work this should even be followed by a repeat of the 
base-line scan to be assured that nothing has changed during the first three runs. 
The main problem of calorimetry is invariably the difficulty to control heat 
losses. As an improvement we developed a single-run instrument based on a 
commercial triple calorimeter [118]. After initial calibration of the asymmetry 
of the three pan positions, a single run could produce good heat capacities. 

A much more revolutionary approach was offered by modulation of the 
DSC. The sample temperature, T,, and the temperature difference, AT, show in 
this case a small, sinusoidal variation of frequency co [119]. Typical modula- 
tions of Ts are 0.1 to 1.0 K at 0.1 to 0.01 Hz. In this way any heat loss with a 
different frequency can be eliminated. Figure 14 illustrates the method of 
modulation with a comparison between the two methods. The details of mathe- 
matical descriptions and applications are being developed [120]. Of importance 
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was the proof that steady state can be achieved even in the presence of modula- 
tion when e -Kt/c~ becomes negligible: 

T~(t)-To=q[t-~(1- e-Zt/c')] + 

Avs [cos s sin cot - sin s cos cot + sin s e -Kt/c,] (7) 

where ~(t) is the time-dependent sample temperature, To, the starting tempera- 
ture, q, the underlying, constant heating rate, Cs, the C o of the sample calorime- 
ter (pan +sample), K is the thermal conductivity constant, and s is the phase 
shift relative to the block temperature, expressed by: 

sin s - co (8) 

The heat capacity can then be extracted from the maximum amplitudes A of the 
modulation, as set for the sample temperature ~ ,  and measured for the tem- 
perature difference AT: 

(Cs -  C r ) = ~  + C• (9) 

where Cr is the heat capacity of the reference calorimeter (empty pan). Besides 
measurement of heat capacity, it is also possible to distinguish between thermal 
processes that occur equally on heating and cooling (such as Cp), and others, 
that do not (such as crystallization/melting). The temperature modulation of 
DSC is thus an important new technique for the study of the many irreversible 
processes in polymeric materials described in Sects B-E [120]. 

The prior research period closed with the discovery of the importance of 
conformational motion and disorder in, polymers. Such increase in disorder is 
measured by an increase in entropy beyond that given by the vibrational heat ca- 
pacity. Examples are the beginning of devitrification (Fig. 3), the introduction 
of defects below the melting temperature (Fig. 4), and the transitions to meso- 
phases such as liquid crystals and condis crystals (Fig. 13). A research program 
using molecular dynamics simulations on crystals was developed in cooperation 
with Dr. D. W. Noid of ORNL. His programming skills allowed to simulate mo- 
tion of up to 30 000 atoms for as long as 10-1~ by integrating the equations of 
motion from a chosen initial state. The results are given in about 35 joint pub- 
lications. Over the years the simulations took almost 8 000 h of supercomputer 
time. The results are summarized in [45], and Fig. 15 demonstrates the results 
of importance to thermal analysis. In the upper left of Fig. 15 one can see the 
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skeletal vibrations within a crystal as snapshots of segments of seven neighbor- 
ing chains. The upper right plot shows the increasing concentration of gauche 
bonds that can be counted in a crystal that should ideally have only trans rota- 
tional isomers. The change of a trans conformation to a gauche conformation is 
the basic large-amplitude motion of flexible polymer backbones. The beginning 
of a sizeable concentration agrees with the increase in heat capacity seen in Fig. 
4. The same increase in heat capacity was also found for all paraffins [48] and 
other polymers that have long paraffinic chain segments. Despite the relatively 
low gauche-concentration at any one time, the rate of gauche-bond formation 
per bond is enormous, as shown in the lower left of Fig. 15. The curves apply 
to different simulation conditions using 1 to 37 chains of (CH2-)~00 enclosed in 
rings of static chains (constant volume simulation) or without static rings (con- 
stant, zero-pressure simulation). The corollary of low concentration and fast 
rate of formation is a lifetime in the pi~:osecond range. Combinations of two 
gauche defects lead to a kink, the long proposed, more stable point defect in 
polymer crystals [121]. With the help of kinks, crystal deformation can be un- 
derstood better [45, 122]. The lower right drawing in Fig. 15 illustrates kink 
formation inside a crystal as a function of time. One can see the collision of all 
types of skeletal vibrations that provide the energy of defect formation. Based 
on such simulations, it is possible to visualize for the first time the thermal mo- 
tion in crystals on a molecular scale. An overall discussion of the defect solid 
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state of polymers became thus possible, based on experiments and molecular 
dynamics simulations. 

To support the molecular dynamics simulations, thermal analysis is the ideal 
macroscopic tool. To gain experience and avoid complication of excessive irre- 
versibility known to exist in polymers, we analyzed a series of symmetric 
tetra-n-alkyl ammonium salts, known from past work to be rich in defects [74]. 
The calorimetry was also supported by microscopic information from 13C solid 
state NMR to get direct experimental information on the mobility of specific at- 
oms, and by X-ray diffraction for structure analysis [123]. Combining these 
results with earlier work [115] it was possible to find the signature properties of 
plastic crystals, liquid crystals, and condis crystals [124] (see also Fig. 13). A 
number of macromolecules that are located at the border between condis crys- 
tals and main-chain liquid crystals could then be identified making use of their 
phase structure, heat capacity, and large-amplitude mobility [125]. It was inter- 
esting to note that in many of the polymeric and small molecules which show 
mesophases, some of the disordering occurs outside of the transition region. 
Recognizing such gain of conformational disorder outside of the transition re- 
gion infers that simple analyses using base-line separation of the heat capacity 
leads in these cases to substantial underestimation of the heats of transition. 

For a long time we hesitated to study polymeric fibers by thermal analysis 
because of their complex structure. The observations that crystals in highly 
drawn fibers could persist far above the equilibrium [126, 127] was explained 
by the strain transmitted from the crystals to the amorphous defects (via tie 
molecules, see also Fig. 9). With the discovery of the rigid amorphous phase 
[91, 92] it became clear that on drawing of fibers the rigid amorphous phase 
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Fig. 16 Phase diagram of a three-phase system with metastable states. The equilibrium states 
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had to change its structure to an "oriented, intermediate phase." With two ori- 
ented and one amorphous phase the number of possible phase structures 
increases considerably, as shown in Fig. 16. Only the phases on the left side are 
in equilibrium. All others may appear as metastable states. Size, orientation, 
shape, structure, mobility, and interfaces of the phases need to be considered 
for the understanding of the always looked for structure-property-processing tri- 
angle. 

Our work was helped by the X-ray expertise of Dr. W. Busing of ORNL. He 
taught us how to make a full-pattern Rietvelt analysis of the fiber diagram of, 
for example, poly(ethylene terephthalate) [128]. Figure 17 shows clear struc- 
tural evidence of a substantial amount of an oriented, intermediate phase. Its 
amount and orientation are proportional to fiber modulus and tenacity. The 
crystallinity and the perfection of crystals are of secondary importance [128]. 
Another fiber that has been similarly analyzed is gel-spun ultra-high molar 
mass polyethylene [129]. In this case almost all polymer chains are parallel to 
the fiber direction, but not all participate in the crystal. By solid state 13C NMR 
we could show that the not crystallized trans-chains had a much higher mobil- 
ity, although less than the small amount of remaining amorphous material. 
Both examples documented the interrelationship of structure and mobility that 
are the basis of thermal analysis. 

The work on the completion and computerization of the ATHAS Data Bank 
accelerated at UT and ORNL with the possibility to employ more permanent 
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coworkers [82]. Thermal analysis of aliphatic polyamides (nylons) [130] indi- 
cated a major increase in mobility and disorder of methylene sequences in the 
crystals before melting [131]. Quasi-elastic neutron scattering confirmed an al- 
most liquid-like conformational mobility within the crystal [132]. A new direc- 
tion grew out of the research about the polyamides when it was observed that 
the known heat capacities of a few poly(amino acids) (nylon 2) did not fit into 
the series of homologs [130]. The problem was resolved by remeasuring not 
only the few available data, but establishing information for all homopoly- 
(amino acid)s and some copoly(amino acid)s that can be made of the 20 natu- 
rally occurring amino acids [133]. It turned out that at room temperature and 
above all prior measurements had up to 50% errors due to slow evaporation of 
water. As soon as this groundwork with poly(amino acid)s was laid, we turned 
to solid proteins. The first step was to find whether the ATHAS method shown 
in Fig. 12 is also applicable to complicated biological materials. The proof is 
given in Fig. 18. The root-mean-square errors of the heat capacity due to the 
skeletal vibrations of a protein are shown to possess a clear minimum for unique 
values of | and | of the Tarasov equation [134]. This observation opens the 
door for thermal analysis of proteins and allows a discussion of their stability 
(G), order (S), and heat content (H) as for polyethylene in Fig. 5. 

A series of topics that may show greater importance in the future closes out 
this review. I have always been interested in getting to the root of problems. For 
crystals of polymers that meant to get a single crystal for observation. Indeed, 
that is possible for polyethylene [135] and some of the crystals grown during 
polymerization [21, Vol. 2]. 

Even more challenging was the effort to make single-molecule single-crys- 
tals [ 136]. The first crystals made proved still metastable, but it may be possible 
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Fig. 18 Minimization of the error in description of the skeletal heat capacity of a protein. Bo- 
vine insulin CsosH7520~5oNI3oS12 Zn with a molar mass of 11 531 Da and 1553 atoms 
with 4659 vibrational degrees of freedom. Of these, 1256 are skeletal vibrations 
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to anneal them easier to the equilibrium shape. It may also be of value to see the 
changes when going to two or three molecules per crystal and to study how the 
molecular domains can fit within the confines of crystal morphology. 

Direct observations of atoms is possible for a few years now by the simple 
method of atomic force microscopy. We bought an instrument early and could, 
indeed, "see" a large amount of atomic and molecular detail [137]. There is 
hope that this tool for nanotechnology may permit in the future to check on me- 
chanical properties, and why not perform thermal analysis on a nanometer 
scale? 

New materials are constantly being produced. The most exciting were the re- 
cently discovered fullerenes. We analyzed C6o [138] and C70 [139]. As one 
would expect, plastic crystal phases with beginning motion outside the transi- 
tion region could be quantified by the ATHAS analysis. At room temperature 
these highly symmetric fullerenes rotate freely in the crystalline state that is sta- 
ble up to very high temperatures. The large spaces between the molecules can 
hold molecules like toluene, with almost chemical-bond-like stability and hin- 
der their mobility. Again, thermal analysis and solid state NMR were the tools 
that could easily resolve the complex behavior by quantitative interpretation of 
the transitions and additions to the heat capacity outside the transitions. 

Thermal analysis has progressed far in linking microscopic causes to the ob- 
served macroscopic observations. Whenever such a link is well understood, 
predictions of the properties of new or proposed materials can be made. Some- 
times these predictions are good enough to almost obviating the need for further 
experimentation. This leaves, however, the areas that are not supported by a 
well-worked-out theory. In this case it is still possible to make predictions using 
neural net calculations. The first attempts at neural net predictions in the field 
of thermal analysis showed great promise [140]. 

These last few items of this review point the way to the future. Much more 
can be done. Hopefully a good number of further developments based on the 
here discussed work can be seen in the future on our WWW information page 
[83]. 

F. Conclusions 

Over the last 40 years much progress has been made in the understanding 
and techniques of thermal analysis of polymers and my students and I were very 
fortunate tO be part of this development. Who could have predicted in the 1950s 
the possibility to visualize the thermal motion by supercomputer, the ability to 
complete the measurement of heat capacity in less than a day, the ease with 
which the heat capacity of proteins can be computed from its thousands of nor- 
mal mode vibration frequencies, to estimate quantities for which there are no 
theoretical correlations (yet) via neural net calculations, and finally, the ability 
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to disseminate information and teach over the World Wide Web? The field has 
changed and grown, but it has also become even more exciting than it was be- 
fore. Thermal analysis is still one of the fastest growing discipline of research 
and there are many instrumental and theoretical developments that will permit 
increasingly more quantitative measurements and interpretations in the future. 
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